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SLIDE SEAT INSTRUCTIONS

The Slide Seat mechanism allows the seat to slide forward increasing the seat depth 
by 50mm. It offers 5 locking positions.

As depth between the back and seat increases it allows larger people more comfort. 

To operate simply lift the handle and slide the seat forward or backward to adjust 
into a one of the 5 locking positions. The mechanism should find each locking posi-
tion without any force necessary.

Slider handle

Incresed 50mm

OPTIONS
Option codes must be placed in alphabetical order after chair code

A4
Chrome adjustable arm

A5
Height adjustable arm

A6
Tulip arm

B1
Polished aluminium

base

B10
Black spider base

C1
Brake castors
(carpet floors)

C2
Brake castors

C5
Glides

D3 & D4
Black plastic footring

E
Ergosit seat cushion

S2 
Small seat (500W x 460D)

WAVE MESH BACK

Wave Task chairs have extended the norm to include modern 
aesthetic detailing across the entire range completing the 
total fitout. For the first time the chair design will tie your office 
together, not just your choice of fabric.
 
Wave task chairs offers the complete family solution, from 
TASK to EXECUTIVE and from workstation to the boardroom. 
Employing our ratchet back adjustment system allows the 
user to adjust the backrest from the seated position.

Wave task chairs can also be fitted with our Ergo-sit seat 
cushion design, which uses a unique blend of multi density 
foam for additional support to the buttock area, thereby 
promoting good posture.

Wave task chairs are available with non tilt, tilt or independent 
seat and back tilt and synchronized mechanism. Except for 
fixed height models, all are fitted with gas lift and ratchet back 
height adjustment.  
 
You can view the Wave Task chairs online by clicking here

B11
Polished spider base

D1 & D2
Aluminium footring

S6 
Large seat (560W x 500D)

SS
Slide seat

http://www.sturdy.com.au/chairs/task-range/Wave-Task.htm

